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APPROXIMATION IN THE MEAN

BY SOLUTIONS OF ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

BY

THOMAS BAGBY

Abstract. A result analogous to the Vituskin approximation theorem is proved for

mean approximation by solutions of certain elliptic equations.

1. Introduction. The theory of uniform approximation by holomorphic functions

of one complex variable has a long history, including well-known results by Runge

[32] and Mergeljan [28], and reached a culmination in the work of Vituskin [36]. The

original proofs of these results were constructive; proofs of the results of Runge and

Mergeljan by the methods of functional analysis were obtained later [6; 8, Chapter

2], but no such proof is known for the theorem of Vituskin. An analogue of the

Vituskin problem for Lp approximation by holomorphic functions was considered by

Havin [11], who used the methods of functional analysis and the Cartan fine

topology, and by the author [3], who used the methods of functional analysis and

quasitopologies. Hedberg [13] related these ideas to nonlinear potential theory, and

obtained Wiener-type criteria for Lp approximation by holomorphic functions;

further developments are given in the recent work of Hedberg and Wolff [18].

Lindberg [24,25] adapted the constructive techniques of Vituskin [36] to the study of

L approximation by holomorphic functions, obtaining, in particular, a constructive

proof of the approximation theorem of [3].

The main result of the present paper is an analogue of the Vituskin theorem for Lp

approximation by solutions u of an equation L(D)u = L(d/dxx,.. .,d/dxn)u = 0,

where L is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m > 1  in R" with complex

coefficients and

(i) 1 < p < 00,

(ii) L satisfies the ellipticity condition

L(f)#0    if¿ER"\{0},

(iii) m < n or n is odd.

Our proof is constructive, and extends Lindberg's adaptation [25] of the method of

VitusKin [36].

Generalizations of the Runge theorem to solutions of partial differential equations

were given by Lax [22] and Malgrange [26]. For p = 2, the problem considered here

was studied by Babuska [2], who showed, in particular, that it was equivalent to a
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stability problem for the iterated Laplace operator Am (see also Polking [30, Theorem

1.1]); the stability problem for A had been studied by Keldys [21], and the stability

problem for A has been studied more recently by Saak [33] for 5 a positive integer

satisfying 2s < n. For 1 < p < oo, the problem considered here has been studied by

Hedberg [14,16,17], Polking [30], and Hedberg and Wolff [18]. For further work on

problems of the Mergeljan-Vituskin type for uniform or mean approximation by

solutions of elliptic equations, see the references at the end of this paper and the

references quoted in [7; 12; 16; 23, Chapter V, §5 and 30].

In §2 we will define some capacities used in this paper and state our main result,

Theorem 2.1. We give some auxiliary results in §§3, 4 and 5, and then present the

proof of Theorem 2.1 in §§6 and 7.

The author is grateful to L. I. Hedberg, who made many helpful suggestions

concerning the first version of this paper. In particular, the estimate of Lemma 3.7

was originally proved by a study of Laurent-type expansions for solutions of elliptic

equations (see [10]); Hedberg suggested that a more direct proof might be obtained

from an application of Taylor's theorem with remainder, and this has been carried

out in the final version of the paper. This improvement eliminated the need for a

constant which appeared in the original statement of Theorem 2.1 and elsewhere in

the paper.

Part of the work on this paper was done while the author was at Rice University,

on sabbatical leave from Indiana University. The author is grateful to his home

institution for making this leave possible, and to the host institution for kind

hospitality and for help in the preparation of the paper.

2. Notation and statement of the approximation theorem. We begin by giving some

conventions which will remain in effect for the rest of this paper.

Let A C R". A neighborhood of A is any open set in R" which contains A. We let

int A denote the interior of A, and A the closure of A. We define Xa- R1 ~* R to De

equal to one on the set A and zero elsewhere.

If Q C R" is open, we let ^'(ß) be the space of Schwartz distributions on ß, and

S'(ß) the space of distributions of compact support on ß. We use the notation

(T,<¡>) to denote the action of a distribution 7 E ^'(Si) on a function $ E C0°°(ß),

or the action of a distribution T E &'(&) on a function <#> E C°°(ß).

We let N = {0,1,2,...}. If a = («,,...,«„) E N", we let |a|=a, + ••• +an,

o!=a,! •■•«,!, x" = xf ■ • • xj« for x = (x„...,x„) G R", and Da = (3/3x0"'

• • • (3/3x„)a». If the polynomial P is given by P(£) = IaJa, we let P(£) = laja

and P(D) — liaaDa. For each / E N we let 6J, denote the complex Hubert space of

all polynomials in R" with complex coefficients which are homogeneous of degree /,

with inner product [35, Chapter III, §3.1]

(2.1) {/>„ P2) = PX(D)P2 = P2(D)PX =   2 ct\c?~cjK
M=/

if Px and P2 are elements of 6Yl with

Pi(0=   2 *£>{*    for| GR"; i = 1,2;
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we let d, denote the dimension of %, and we define Ya(£) = £"/ \/aJ for | a \— I, so

that {Ya}M=¡ is an orthonormal basis for 9,.

Throughout this paper we let L be a fixed element of tym, m > 1, satisfying the

ellipticity condition

(2.2) L(|)^0   if|ER"\{0};

we assume that

(2.3) m < n   or   n is odd.

Under these assumptions, there exists a fundamental solution E E L,(R",loc) for

L(D) whose restriction to R"\{0} is a real-analytic homogeneous function of degree

m — n [20,Chapter III]; we let E denote a fixed fundamental solution for L(D)

having these properties.

If L(D) is the Cauchy-Riemann operator 3/3z = (3/3x, + i3/3x2)/2 in C = R2,

we may take E(z) = l/irz. If A is the Laplace operator A = 32/3x2 + • • • +32/3x2

in R", L(D) = Am/2 for some positive even integer m, and (2.3) holds, then we may

take E(x) = Cn m \ x \m~" for some constant Cnm.

Throughout this paper we let/7 be a fixed real number satisfying 1 <p < oo, and

let q be defined by l/p + l/q — 1. The "constants" appearing in this paper may

depend on n, L, E and p, and may also depend on other quantities indicated as the

constants are introduced.

If B is any open ball in R", we let 2B denote the open ball with the same center as

B whose radius is twice that of B.

If / E {0,1,... ,m — 1} and H E 9,\{0), we define the capacity yp H as follows.

Let ß C R" be open. If A Co, we set

(2-4) ypM(A,Ü) = sup\(T,H)\,
T

where the supremum is taken over all distributions T E &'(R") such that

(2.5) suppTEA,

(2.6) (r,/) = o   tilE%U ■■■ Li%_x,

(2.7) (T,ï)=0   iilE%and{H, I) = 0,

and

(2.8) ||iE*r||,.o<l.

Remarks. 1. In view of the requirement that T E S'(R"), condition (2.5) means

that the support of Tis a compact subset of A. In this paper we take ||w|| A = ||w||L ,A)

if A E R" is Lebesgue measurable and u E hp(A); and ||m|| a— + oo if ß C R" is

open and u E ^'(ily^L (Q). Note that if A is a subset of the open set ß C R", and

T E &'(R") satisfies (2.5) and (2.8), then E * T E L^R",loc).

2. We use the convention that if / — 0, the symbol % U • • • U <$,_, refers to the

empty set. Thus, in the special case H E l3,0\{0}, condition (2.6) may be omitted,

and, since dimc % = 1, condition (2.7) may also be omitted.
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3. The capacity y , was studied by Harvey and Polking [9], and is related to the

capacities defined in nonlinear potential theory (see the discussion following Theo-

rem 2.1 below). The capacities y H are similar to a family of capacities defined by

Maz'ja [27]. See also Hedberg [15] and the references given there.

We give an alternate definition for y H in the appendix; the discussion there

provides motivation for the definition above.

Theorem 2.1. Let X ER" be a compact set of positive Lebesgue measure. Then the

following conditions are equivalent:

(a) If f E h (X), and L(D)f=0 on int X, then for each e > 0 there exists a

solution u of L(D)u = 0 on a neighborhood of X such that \\u — f\\PtX < e.

(b) If H E%L> • • • U '¿Pm_ ,\{0}, and if G and ß are open subsets of R" satisfying

GEÜSR", then

ypJ1(G\intX,Q) = yp>H(G\X,Q).

(c) There exist 17 > 0 and p > 0 with the following property: if H E %

U • • • U 9m_ 1 \{0}, and B is an open ball in R" with radius less than p, then

ypH(B\int X,2B) ^VypH(B\X,2B).

A theorem of Polking states that (with slightly different definitions) condition (b)

for the case H E %\{0} follows from (a), and implies that condition (c) for the case

H E ^oXfO} follows from (a). Polking's result is quoted in Remark 5 below.

In case q > n, it follows easily from Remarks 1 and 2 in §4 and Propositions 4.2,

4.5 and 4.6 that condition (c) of Theorem 2.1 holds for every compact set X C R".

We conclude that if q > n, condition (a) of Theorem 2.1 must hold for every

compact set X E R"; this was proved by Polking [30, Theorem 2.9], and related

results were proved by Burenkov [4].

For the operator L(D) = d/dz in R2, Theorem 2.1 is known, and, in fact, a

number of other equivalent conditions have been given; for further discussion and

references see the first paragraph of §1.

In order to place Theorem 2.1 in perspective, we will conclude this section with

several remarks concerning earlier work on the use of capacities to study mean

approximation by solutions of elliptic equations. For this purpose we let P(D) be

any elliptic partial differential operator of order k > 1 in R" having constant

coefficients. Let X ER" be compact. We say that X has the L approximation

property for P(D) provided condition (a) of Theorem 2.1 holds with P(D) in place of

L(D). If -00 < 5 < 00, we define the Bessel kernel Gs by requiring that the Fourier

transform Gs(£) = (1 + |£|2)"i/2, and for A E R" we define the capacity csq(A) =

sup I (T, 1)|, where the supremum is taken over all T E S'(R") such that supp TEA

and \\GS * T\\ ■#, < 1. The theory of the capacities csq and the related nonlinear

potentials has been developed by Adams, Fuglede, Havin, Hedberg, Maz'ja, Meyers,

Resetnjak and others; for further discussion, and comparison with other capacities

used in nonhnear potential theory, see [1,16,17,30] and the references given there.

In the following remarks we use the equivalent formulations of the Lp approximation

property proved by Polking [30, Theorem 1.1], as well as basic properties of the

capacities cs , for which a convenient reference is [30, §2].
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Remarks. 4. Polking [30] and Hedberg [14,16,17] have proved sufficient condi-

tions for the Lp approximation property. In particular, the work of Hedberg [17] on

the spectral synthesis problem for Sobolev spaces, as extended by Hedberg and

Wolff [18], yields the following result. If there exists a constant tj > 0 such that

(2.9) c^{G\intX)<r,ci<q(G\X)

for all open sets G ER" and each i — \,...,k, then X has the Lp approximation

property for P(D).

5. Polking [30, Theorem 2.7] proved the following necessary condition for mean

approximation. If X has the Lp approximation property for P(D), then ck q(G\mt X)

= ck q(G\X) for every open set G E R". Polking has pointed out to the author that

it is not known whether the converse is true in general (compare [33]).

6. For k>2 there is a gap between the conditions given by the italicized

statements in Remarks 4 and 5. In this connection, Hedberg has pointed out the

following two illuminating examples to the author:

(a) The converse of the italicized statement in Remark 4 is false if n/k < q =s n.

To prove this, note that since q < n, it follows from [31, Theorem 4 and 30, Theorem

2.6, c2 ) =• a)] that there exists a nowhere dense compact set ICR" such that for

any tj > 0, condition (2.9) for i = 1 will fail for some open set G E R". However,

since X is nowhere dense and n/k < q, it follows from [30, Theorem 2.6] that X has

the Lp approximation property for P( D ).

(b) Although we do not know whether the converse to the itahcized statement in

Remark 5 is valid, we can show the following: if k > 2 and q = n, then there exists a

compact set ICR" and a constant 17 such that (2.9) holds for i = k and every open

set G E R" of diameter less than 1, but X does not have the Lp approximation

property for P(D). To prove this, note that since q = n, it follows from [16, Example

6.6] that there exists a compact set XcR" which does not have the approximation

property for P(D). Since kq>n, the set {ckq(A): A ER", A nonempty} has a

positive lower bound; it follows that (2.9) holds for i = k and every open set G E R"

of diameter less than 1.

7. The work of Saak [33] gives conditions involving certain capacities which are

both necessary and sufficient for a compact set X E R" to have the L2 approxima-

tion property for P(D), provided 2k < n.

3. Preliminary results. If a E R" and r > 0, we let Br(a) = {x E R": | x - a |< r)

be the open ball of radius r about a, and we write Br = Br(0). We let X denote

Lebesgue measure in R", and 8 the Dirac measure at the origin of R". If / £

L,(R", loc), and A E R" is a bounded Lebesgue measurable set with X(A) > 0, we set

(3.0 [/L=^)>A.

We will use the elementary estimate

(3.2) 2'j
7=1

P

< tp/q 2 \4
7-1
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for any complex numbers zx,...,zt. This follows from Holder's inequality for finite

sums.

We now give some results concerning " potentials" given by the convolution of the

fundamental solution E and distributions of compact support in R".

Lemma 3.1. Let TE$'(R"). If the distribution E*T coincides with the zero

distribution on a neighborhood of supp T, then T = 0.

Proof. Since T = 8 * T = L(D)(E * T), the hypothesis implies that T coincides

with the zero distribution on a neighborhood of supp T. Thus T — 0.

Lemma 3.2. Let yp E C^R"). Let K be a compact subset of the open set ß C R", and

let <j> E C(J°(ß) be identically equal to one on a neighborhood of K. If T E &'(R")

satisfies supp T E K, then

\(T,yp)\<\\E*T\\p.a\\L(D)(4>yp)\\q,a.

Proof. If TE$'(R") satisfies supp T E K, then we obtain, from Holder's in-

equality,

|(r,^>| = |(r,^>|=|(L(D)(£*r),H>l

= \(E*T, L(D)(M))\<\\E * 7l|,.0||L(2))i>*)||,.0.

Corollary 3.3. Let I E N, and let K be a compact subset of the open set ß C R".

Then there exists a constant C — C(l, K,il) such that, for any distribution T E &'(R")

satisfying supp T E K, we have

(3.3) \{T,l)\^C{I,I)x/2\\E*T\\pM   if I E%U---U%

Proof. Let $ E Cr]°(ß) be identically equal to one on a neighborhood of K, and

let T E S'(R") satisfy supp T C K. If | a |=s /, then from Lemma 3.2 we have

(3.4) \(T,Ya)\<\\E*T\U\L(D)(<t>Ya)\\qtQ.

Ii I E <3'k, where N 3 k =£ /, we may write / = 2^=^^, for some choice of

complex numbers ca; then 1M=k |ca|< dxk/2{I, 7}1/2, and hence (3.4) yields (3.3)

with C = dx/2sup^,\\L(D)(4,Ya)\\qa.

Lemma 3.4. There exists a constant C such that for every P E tym we have

(3-5) \\P(D)(E*f)\\p.R»<C{P,P}l/2\\f\U

iff E Lp(R" ) has compact support.

Proof. We first let a E N" satisfy \a\= m. Then Ya(D)E is a tempered distribu-

tion on R" whose restriction to R"\{0} is infinitely differentiable and homogeneous

of degree -«. We conclude from [5, §3.4, Theorem 26] that the Fourier transform

(Ya(D)E) is an element of L,(R",loc). From the equation [L(D)Ya(D)E] =

[Ya(D)8] , and the fact that L satisfies the ellipticity condition (2.2), we see that the

restriction of (Ya(D)E) to R"\{0} is infinitely differentiable and homogeneous of

degree 0 (in fact, (Ya(D)E) is a constant multiple of the function i -* £a/L(£)). It

then follows from the theory of singular integrals of Mihlin, Calderón and Zygmund,
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and Hörmander that there exists a constant Ca such that

(3-6) \\Ya(D)(E*f)\\p#,*iCM\pjr

for all functions/£ L^R") having compact support. (See [35, Chapter III, §3.5 or

35, Chapter IV, §3.2].)

If P E <3>m, we may write P = %u=mcaYa, for some choice of complex numbers ca;

then

2 \ca\^dxj2{p,py/2,

\a\-m

and hence (3.6) yields (3.5) with C = ^/2sup|a|=m Ca.

We conclude this section with a "decay estimate for potentials", stated as Lemma

3.7. For L(D) = 3/3z and E(z) = l/irz, such estimates are known and have been

used in the study of approximation by holomorphic functions [24,25,28,36].

The following lemma is known (see [34, §3.4.2]), but for completeness we include

the proof.

Lemma 3.5. Let K be a compact subset of the open set ß C R". Then for each

a E N" there exists a constant C = C(ß, K, a) with the following property. If u E

L (ß) satisfies L(D)u - 0 in ß, then

|Da«(x)|<C||«||p,n   forxEK.

Proof. Let 0 < d < dist(Ä", R"\ß) « oo, and let ^ E C0°°(Bd/2) satisfy i// = 1 in a

neighborhood of the origin. Let a E N". If u E Lp(Ü) satisfies L(D)u = 0 in ß, we

may regard u E Lp(R") C ^'(R") by setting u = 0 in R"\ß. We then have

supp[DaL(D)(ypE)] * u = supp[Da(ypE)] * [L(D)u]

E suppD"(ypE) + suppL(D)u E Bd/2 +(R"\ß).

It follows that on the set K + Bd/2 we have

{DaL(D)[(l - yp)E]} * u = {DaL(D)E) * u = Dau.

In particular, for each jcEiwe obtain

\Dau(x)\= f    u(x-y)D"L(D)[(l-yp(y))E(y)]dX(y)
Brf/2

« sup {DaL(D)[(l ->p)É\} f \u\dX;
R" JK+Bd/2

the lemma follows from applying Holder's inequality to the last integral.

For each x E R"\{0} and each / E N we define the polynomial

Qix)(y) = (-l)'2 [D"E(x)]y«/al
\a\-l
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If x E R"\{0} is fixed, the function R"\{x} B y -* E(x - y) E C is real-analytic;

hence the Taylor expansion about y = 0,

oc

(3.7) E(x-y)= 2Qïx)(y),
1=0

must be valid for y in some neighborhood of the origin in R".

Lemma 3.6. Let I EN.

(a) There exists a constant C = C(l) such that \Q$x\y)\< C\x\m~"^'\yi if x E

R"\{0} and y E R".

(b) Ifx E R"\{0} is fixed, then L(D)Q)x) = 0 in R".

Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact that for each a E N", DaE is homogeneous

of degree m — n — \ a \.

To prove part (b) we note that the conclusion is obvious if / < m, and hence we

assume that />w. In the Taylor expansion (3.7) we may apply L(D) to each

monomial, and then combine terms to obtain the Taylor series for the function

R"\{x} 3 y ^ L(D)E(x - y) =0

near y = 0; in the latter Taylor series each monomial must have coefficient zero, and

it follows that L(D)Q\X) = 0 near y = 0. Since Q\x) E % the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.7. For each l0 E N there exists a constant C = C(l0) with the following

property. Suppose that T E S'(R") satisfies supp T C B,, and if l0> 1 suppose that

(3.8) (7\/>=0   forlE%U---U%o_x.

Ifu = E*TE L^R", loc), then

(3.9) |«(x)|< C|[M||p,B2\B,|x|m"   _'°   for\x\>2.

Proof. Let <p E Co°(B5/3) be a fixed function which is identically equal to one on

a neighborhood of B4/3. Now suppose that T E &'(R") and u = E * T satisfy the

hypotheses of the lemma, define ü = (1 — <j>)u and make the following three

observations:
Io. «= E* L(D)ü.

To prove Io, we first note that u — ü has compact support, and hence

u - ü = Ô * (u - u) = L(D)(E * (u - a))

= E*L(D)(u-ü).

Since we also have u — E *T — E * (L(D)u), 1° follows.

2°. If Q E % U • • • U\_x satisfiesL(D)Q = 0, then (L(D)ü, Q)= 0.

In fact, since u — ü has compact support, we have

(L(D)(u - Ü),Q)= (-l)m(u - Ü, L(D)Q) = 0.

Since we also have (L(D)u, Q)=0by (3.8), 2° follows.

3°.   There  is  a  constant  Cx,   depending  on  <f>,   such  that  supR»|L(Z))w|^

C,IMI„,baï,-
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To prove 3°, note that we may write

L(D)ü(y)=     l     caß(DMy))(D*u(y))
\a+ß\ = m

for some choice of complex numbers cafs depending only on L(D). Thus 3° follows

from Lemma 3.5 when K = B5/3\B4/3 and ß = B2\B,.

Now fix x E R" with |x|>2. If y EB5/3, it follows from Taylor's theorem with

remainder that

'o-i

E(x-y)= 2 Qïx)(y) + Q(,ry~)(y),
1=0

where y is some point on the segment from 0 to y (if /0 = 0, the summation term is

omitted); by Lemma 3.6(a) we have

\Q)' y)\y)\<c2\x-y\       \y\ ^c3\x\       \y\ ,

where C2 is the constant C(/0) of Lemma 3.6(a) and C3 = 6I",_"_/°IC2. We therefore

conclude from Io, 2° and Lemma 3.6(b) that

\u(x)\ = \E * L(D)ü(x)\ jE(x - y)L(D)ü(y)dX(y)

<(5/3)'°C3A(B5/3)|x r"-'0sup|L(D)fi|.
R"

From this estimate and 3° we obtain (3.9).

4. The capacities yp H. In this section we study the capacities yp H. Throughout this

section we let IE {0,1,.. .,m - 1} be fixed. We first let H E %\{0), and make the

following observations.

Remarks. 1. If AT is a compact subset of the open set ß C R", then y H(K, ß) <

C{H, H}x/1, where C = C(l, K, ß) is the constant of Corollary 3.3.

2. If ß and ß0 are open sets in R", then

(4.1) ypH(Ax,ü)^ypH(A2,Ü)    iorAxEA2EÜ,

(4-2) yp,H(A,Sl)<ypiH(A,ü0)    íorA E ß0 C ß.

3. If A is a subset of the open set ß C R", and yp%H(A, ß) > 0, then

Y,fJ,(¿,ü) = sup|<r,H)|,
T

where the supremum is taken over all distributions T E $'(R") satisfying (2.5)-(2.8)

and 0<||£* 711,4,.
If <;> E C°°(R") and a E R", we define the translated function <#>a E C°°(R") by

4>a(x) = <l>(x -a), xE R"; if u E ^'(Rn) and a E R", we define the translated

distribution ua E 6D'(Rn) by (ua, <p)= (u, <j>_a), <j> E C0°°(R"), and note that supp ua

= [suppw] + {a}.
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Lemma 4.1. Let k E N, T E &'(R"), and a ER". Suppose that (T,I)=0 if

I E % U • • • U%. Then (T, Ia)= (T, I) if I E %+x.

Proof. If / E %+x, we may write Ia = 1)Zl?j, where Pk+]= I and Pj E ^ for

0 <j < k. The lemma follows.

From Lemma 4.1 we obtain the invariance of the capacities y H under translation

of R":

Proposition 4.2. Let H E ^{O}. //ÍÍC R" is open, A E ß, and a E R", then

ypH(A,Ü) = ypH(A + {a},Q+{a}).

We now discuss the behavior of the capacities y^ H under the mapping 5": R" -> R"

defined by

(4.3) <5(x) = 8x   ifxER",

where 8 > 0 is fixed. Under the diffeomorphism (4.3), each function/E L,(R",loc)

defines a "push-forward" functionf = f° S""1 E L,(R",loc). If/E L^R", loc), the

change-of-variables formula gives / E L (R", loc) and, in fact,

(4.4) ||/|U<fl) = 8n/p\\f\\pM

for each open set 8cR".

Under the diffeomorphism (4.3), each distribution u E ty'ÇR") defines a "push-

forward" distribution ü E 6D'(R") by the rule [19, §1.8]

ü(4>) = 8"u(<t>°'5 )   ii<t>E C0°°(R").

The change-of-variables formula shows that if u E ^'(R") is the distribution defined

by the function/ E L,(R", loc), then the push-forward w E ^'(R") is the distribution

defined by the push-forward / E L,(R", loc). If u E ^'(R"), we have

(4.5) supp ü = ?T(supp u).

The proofs of the next two lemmas are routine and will be omitted.

Lemma 4.3. // k EN and TE &'(R"), then (f, />= 8"+k(T, I) for I E %.

Lemma 4.4. If T E $'(R"), then [E * T] = 8~mE * f.

Proposition 4.5. Let H E ^P,\{0}. 7/ß C R" ¿s open, and A E ß, then

yp,H(nA),m)) = s-m+,+n/«yPAA,n).

Proof. Let T E S'(R") satisfy (2.5)-(2.8). Using (4.4),^4.5) and Lemmas 4.3 and

4.4, we conclude that ypH(^(A), ?T(Q)) > 8-m-"/p\(f, H)\, and from Lemma 4.3

we then obtain

yp^(A),s}(ü))>8-m + l+"/i\(T,H)\.

We have thus proved that

yp,H(5(A),*i(ü))>8-'" + l+"/«yp,H(A,tt),

and by applying the same reasoning to the mapping 5" "' we obtain Proposition 4.5.
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Proposition 4.6. Let übe a bounded open set in R".

(a) Ifq(m - I) ^n and HE ^\{0}, then ypJ,({a), ß) = 0 for a E ß.

(b) If q(m — I) > n, then there exists a constant C = C(l, ß) > 0 such that for each

H E %\{0} we have yp<H({a}, ß) > C{H, H}x/2 ifaEÜ.

Proof, (a) In view of Proposition 4.2, we may assume that a = 0. We may then

write Br C ß for some r > 0; in view of the monotonicity property (4.2), it suffices to

prove

(4.6) Y„.i,({0},Br) = 0   for/->0,

and we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. q(m-l)<n. If y^ H({0),BR) > 0 for some R > 0, it follows from

Proposition 4.5 and the hypothesis q(m — I) < n that the function (0, oo) 3 r ->

Vp,//({0},Br) is strictly increasing. This contradicts the monotonicity property (4.2),

and hence (4.6) must hold.

Case 2. q(m — I) = n. If Yp,//({0},BR) > 0 for some R > 0, then we can find a

distribution T E &'(R") satisfying supp T C {0}, (2.6), (2.7),

(4-7) \\E*T\\p9k<\

and |<r, Í7>|> Y,,#({0},BÄ)/2. It follows from (4.7) that limri0||£ * T\\pfir = 0,

and hence we can find a number e > 0 such that ||£ * T|| B < 1/4. We conclude

that

yp.„({0},Be)>\(4T,H)\>2ypJi({0},BR).

However, it follows from Proposition 4.5 and the hypothesis q(m — I) = n that

Yp w({0}, Be) = yPiH({0}, BR), and this contradiction proves (4.2).

(b) Since ß is bounded, we may write 8cBfi for some R > 0. Let H E %\{0). If

a E ß, then by Proposition 4.2 and the monotonicity property (4.2) we have

(4.8) Y,,„(O}.o)=y,.#/({0},Q +{-«})> yp,„({o},B2R).

To obtain a lower bound for yp<H({0), B2R), we let T = H(D)8. Ii I E <$k, where

N 3 k < /, then

(4.,) {T,I)=(-yn,MD)I)=^)l{H¡¡)   HI1;

If I « |= /, it follows from the hypothesis q(m - l)>n that Ya(D)E E L (R",loc).

We may write H — ̂ =¡caYa, for some choice of complex numbers ca; then

2w=,|cJ< dx/\H, tf}1/2, and hence

(4.10)    ||£ * T\\pfi2R =\\H(D)E\\P,B2R *£ dx/2{H, H}x/2sxxp \\Ya(D)E\\p^R.

From (4.9) and (4.10) we see that there exists a constant C = C(l, ß) > 0 such that

y ,W({0},B2Ä) > C{H, #}'/2, and (b) then follows from (4.8).
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5. The localization operator. If g E C0°°(R"), we define the localization operator cVg:

9)'(R") - ^'(R") by

(5.1) %(f) = E*[gL(D)f]    if/£6D'(R").

The operator % was considered by Vituskin [36] for L(D) — 3/3z and E(z) =

l/irz, and has been considered in [9 and 29] for elliptic operators L(D) and their

fundamental solutions E. We may use the operator 'V to "localize the singularities

of solutions of L(D)u = 0," in the following sense. If g £ C0°°(R") and / E fy'(R"),

we clearly have L(D)[\(f)] = [L(D)E] * [gL(D)f] = gL(D)f, and hence

(5.2) suppL(D)[%(/)] C suppg n suppL(Z))/.

We therefore have L(D)[cVg(f)] = 0 on any open set where g = 0, and also on any

open set where L(D)f= 0. These ideas have been used in the study of removable

singularities for solutions of partial differential equations by Harvey and Polking

[9, proof of Theorem 1.4], who noted an alternate formula for the localization

operator [9,(1.5)] which we give as Lemma 5.2. This alternate formula will then be

used in proving an Lp estimate for the localization operator in Lemma 5.3, given by

Lindberg [25] for L(D) = 3/3z and E(z) = l/irz.

Lemma 5.1. Let T E &'(R"), and let f = E * T If g E C0°°(R") is identically equal to

one on a neighborhood of supp T, then %( / ) = /.

Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that (1 — g)T is the zero distribution on R",

and hence

f-%(f) = E*T-E*[gL(D)(E*T)]

= E*[(l - g)T] =£*0 = 0.

If a E N", we let L<0° denote the polynomial DaL.

Lemma 5.2. If g E C^R") and f E ty'(R"), then

(5-3) %(/)=   2   L-h(L<a\D)E)*(fDag).
«EN"

Proof. For the reader's convenience we recall here the proof from [9]. If

<f> E C0X(R"), then Hörmander's generalization of the Leibniz formula [19,(1.4.12)]

gives

(gL(D)f,<t>)=(-l)m(f,L(D)(4,g))

= (-1)"'(/,   2   ±(D"g)L<'\D)4
\       a£N" "•

= ( 2 ^ü'WifD'gu).
\a£N" I

Equating the first and last expressions yields a formula for gL(D)f which we

substitute in (5.1) to yield (5.3).
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Lemma 5.3. There exists a constant C with the following property. If a E R", 8 > 0,

c E C,/ £ L^R", loc) and g £ C0°°(B8(a)), then

Wnl^a^CWf-clUia)   2   «H^-glloCr.
\a\^m

Proof. By use of Lemma 5.2 we will be able to give a proof of Lemma 5.3 which

is similar to the proof of [25, The 7^-operator, (e)].

For each multi-index ß £ N" satisfying \ß\< m we have DßE E L,(R",loc), and

the restriction of DßE to R"\{0} is continuous and homogeneous of degree

m — n — | ß | ; hence there exists a constant CR such that

(5.4) \\DßE\\XJt^ Cßrm~^   if r>0.

From Lemma 5.2 we see that there exist complex numbers caB for a, ß E N",

|a 1=^0, |a + ß\= m, suchthat

(5.5) %(/)=/g +     2     caß(DßE)*(fD«g).

\a + ß = m

If B = Bs(a), we then obtain

\\%(f)\\P2B*\\f8l**+     2     \cJ\\(Df>E)*(fD"g)\\p,2B.
|a|#0

\a + ß\ = m

^WflAgL.B +     2     \caß\\\DßE\\xfi3sJfDag\\p,B
M^o

\fx + ß = m

<\\fl,B\\gL,B+   2   ka/l|q,(3«)m-M||/||/>,B||z)-g||00,fl,
H#0

|a + /3| = m

where the three inequahties follow, respectively, from (5.5), Young's inequality and

(5.4). This proves the lemma in the special case c = 0. If c £ C is arbitrary, the

lemma follows by applying this special case to the function/— c E L/;(R",loc).

6. Proof of necessary conditions for approximation. In this section we will prove

the implication (a) => (b) in Theorem 2.1. We suppose that condition (a) of that

theorem holds. Let N 3 / «s m — 1 and H £ "¿P/X {0}, and let G and ß be open

subsets of R" satisfying G Œ ß G R". In view of the monotonicity property (4.1) it

suffices to prove that

(6.1) yp,H(G\X, 0) > y,,„(G\mt X, 0).

We will assume that

(6.2) yPiB(G\iatX,Q)>0,

for otherwise (6.1) is obvious. From (6.2) it follows that

(6.3) G\X^<¡>;

in fact, if (6.3) fails, we obtain G E X and hence G E int X, so (6.2) fails.
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In view of (6.3) there exists a function yp E CQX(G\X) satisfying fypdX ¥= 0; we

let this function yp be fixed for the rest of this section. For each k £ N we let

{a EN": \a\— k) carry a fixed ordering, so that each point of Cdk may be written

as {ca}¡aX=k for some choice of complex numbers ca, and we make the following three

observations.

Io. The mapping

(6-4) %3J^{{j(D)xP,Ya)}^kECd>

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces.

HJ E% and \a\= k, then

(j(D)yp,Ya)=(-l)k(yp,J(D)Ya)=(-l)k{J,Ya}fypdX,

so 1 ° is obvious.

2°. For each 7 E % we have (J(D)yp, />= 0 if I E % U • • • U%_v

If i E % and Us any polynomial, we have (J(D)yp, />= (-1)*(>, J(D)I), from

which 2° follows.

3°. The mapping

(6.5) %3J-*\\E*J(D)yp\\pM

is a norm on <3k.

If y £ %, then E * J(D)yp £ C"(R"), and hence ||£ * /(D)^^ < oo. If J E %

and ||£ * /(D^H^a = 0, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that J(D)yp = 0 in S'(R");

since (6.4) is injective, it follows that J = 0. The other axioms for a norm are clearly

satisfied, so 3° holds.

The following notation will be used for the rest of this section: for each k £ N, ik

denotes the norm of the inverse of the mapping (6.4) when 9k carries the norm (6.5)

and Cdk carries the norm ||{ca}|| — sup{|cj : |a|= k).

We now let T £ &'(R") be a fixed distribution satisfying

(6.6) supp T E G\int X E G,

(6.7) (7\/)=0    til E%U ■■■U%_x,

(6.8) (7\/>=0   til E%and{H, I) = 0,

(6.9) £*T£Li,(Rn,loc)    and   0 <||£ * r||,,o < 1.

Our goal is to prove that

(6.10) YJ,tJr(G\Jf,0)>|<r,Är>|/||£ •Tll^.o.

In view of (6.2) and Remark 3 in §4, this will imply (6.1), as desired.

We let f — E * T, and we let g E C0X(G) be a fixed function which is identically

equal to one on a neighborhood of supp T. It follows from Lemma 5.1  that

%(/)=/•

Now select R > 0 large enough that ^UOcBs, and note that (6.6) implies that

L(D)f — 0 on int X. From condition (a) of Theorem 2.1 we conclude that for each

j EN there exists an open set Aj satisfying X C A]E BR, and a function Uj E Lp(Aj),

such that L(D)uj = 0 on Aj and \\Uj: — f\\p¡x < 1/3/; replacing A} by a smaller
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neighborhood of X (if necessary) we may also assume that ||t/.||   ^ ^x < 1/3/ and

\\f\\P,AJ\x< 1/3-7' hence Wuj~f\\p.Aj < V/ For each / E N we define Uj to be

identically equal to / on R"\Aj-, we note that « • E L (Rn, loc) and that

supp[gL(D)Uj] is a compact subset of G\X. If / E N we define Vj — %(",) =

E * [gL(D)uj]; we conclude from Lemma 5.3 that Vj E L (R", loc) and that

(6-11) h-/IU=IW«7-/)l.B'cIW«y-/)U

^Cx\\uj- f\\pJlR = Cx\\Uj- f\\p^Cxj-x;

here C, = C2l^mR^\\Dag\\xK,, where C2 is the constant C of Lemma 5.3. We

conclude from Corollary 3.3 that, for/ £ N, we have

(6.12) \(gL(D)uj-T,ï)\<CxC3{I,I}V2j-]    iilE%U---U%

where C3 denotes the constant C(l, G, ß) of Corollary 3.3.

We now claim that for each/ £ N there exists a function W- £ C0X(G\X) E

g'(R") such that

(6.13) (Wj,I)=(gL(D)uj-T,ï)    HIE%U---U%,

and

(6-14) ll^*^IUo<irI,

where f is a constant depending on /, G, ß, Ä, g and on t0, t,,. . .,t,. Assuming for

the moment that this claim has been proved, and writing w = E * W¡ for each/ E N,

we conclude from (6.9), (6.11) and (6.14) that, for sufficiently large/, we have

\\Wj — Vj\\   Q > 0, and hence from (6.7), (6.8) and (6.13) we obtain

yp,fí(G\X,Q)>\(gL(D)uj-WJ,H)\/\\Wj-vj\\pS¡

= \(T,H)\Awj-vJlipja.

Letting/ t* oo and applying (6.11) and (6.14), we obtain

yPtH(G\X,Q)>\(T,H)\/\\f\\p,a,

which is the desired inequality (6.10).

We now prove the claim of the preceding paragraph. To do this, we use induction

on v to prove the following assertion for v £ {0,1,...,/}.

n„: For each) E N there exists a function W}r) £ C0X(G\ X) E S'(R") such that

(Wp, /)= {gL(D)Uj -T,I)    iflG% U ••• 0%,

and\\E*Wp\\p^U-1-
Here the constants f„ are defined inductively by the equations f0 = t0C1C3 and

f, = t„C,C3 + (1 + t/J3)^_ , if 1 < v < I. Since n, implies the claim, with f = ¡, and

H/. = H/C) for each/ E N, this will complete the proof of (6.10).

To prove no, we apply Io and 3° (for k = 0) and the definition of t0. We

conclude that, for each j E N, there exists a polynomial ,/(0) £ % sucn that the
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function W¡0) = Jf\D)yp E C0X(G\X) E 5'(R") satisfies (W¡°\ 1>= (gL(D)Uj -

T, l>and

\\E* wj\,ü <to|(s¿(¿>)«,- - r,i)|< c,c3t0/-',

where the last inequality follows from (6.12). This proves IT.0.

Now let v £ {1,...,/} be fixed, and suppose n„_, has been proved. We let/ E N

be fixed. If W/"~l) £ C0y°(G\X) is the function given by n„_„ we define S =

gL(D)Uj - T - Wfr-X). Applying Io, 2° and 3° (for k = v) and the definition of t„,

we see that there exists a polynomial /£?, such that the function W = J(D)yp E

q?(G\X) C &'(R") satisfies

(W',Ya)=(S,Ya)    if|«|=F,

(ir', 7> = o  til e%u ■■■ u%_x,

and

(6.15)

We then obtain

|£*»"||,.0<T,sup|(S,ra>|.

\\E * W\\P,Q < t. sup|(gL(z))u7 - r,ytt)| + sup|(wf-»,ya)|
N=" H="

t„[c1C3/-1 + C3||£*^("-,)|L8]

<t,C3(C,+^_1)/-1,

where the first inequahty follows from (6.15), the second inequality from (6.12) and

Corollary 3.3, and the third inequahty from the induction hypothesis. Thus we see

that n„ holds with W/v) = Wj-*-" + W for each/ E N.

7. Proof of sufficient conditions for approximation. In this section we will complete

the proof of Theorem 2.1 ; since the imphcation (b) => (c) is obvious, it remains to

prove the implication (c) =» (a). Our techniques extend those used by Lindberg

[24,25] for L(D) = 3/3z, which are based on those used by Vituskin [36]. Lemma

7.1 was given in [25, Lemma] for L(D) — 3/3z and E(z) = l/irz; Lemmas 7.2 and

7.3 summarize well-known facts associated with cubical decompositions of R", and

Lemma 7.4 is essentially given in [25, p. 66]. We denote by u the (n — l)-dimensional

area of the unit sphere in R", so that « = hA(B,). We use 2¡ as a shortened notation

for 2;=0.

Lemma 7.1. For each positive integer Z, there exists a constant C — C(Z) with the

following property. Let 8 > 0, and let {5-}-eN be a sequence of open balls of radius 8 in

R" such that no point ofR" lies in more than Z of these balls. Let {7}}yeN be a sequence

in &'(R") such that, for each] E N, we have

(7.1)

(7-2)

SUPP  Tj   EBj,

(Tj,I)=0   if I E%U ••■U<
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and

(7-3) fj = E*TjEhp{W,\oc).

If % is a finite subset of N, then

(7-4) 2 h      <c2||/(,2B,
yej    P,R" J

Proof. The form of the proof will be similar to that of [25, Lemma].

By considering the mapping R" 3 x -> x/8 E R", and applying (4.4), (4.5) and

Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we may reduce the proof to the case 5=1. We therefore

assume that 8 — 1 throughout the proof, and we write B- = B,(x ■).

We first prove Lemma 7.1 under the additional hypothesis that for each/ E N we

have

(7.5) (Tj,l)=0   if/E^.

If a E R" and k £ {1,2,...}, we consider the set

&k(a) = {x ER":2k-2<\x-a\<2k),

we let Nk(a) denote the number of the centers Xj which lie in &k(a), and we make

the following three observations.

Io. Nk(a) « Cxk"~\ where C, = n4"Z.

To prove Io, we note that if k > 2, the Nk(a) balls Bj having centers Xj E &k(a)

must all lie in the set {x £ R": 2k — 3 <|x — a|< 2k + 1}; since each point of R"

lies in at most Z of the balls ff., we conclude that

Nk(a)X(Bx) < ZX({x ER":2k-3^\x- a\<2k+ 1})

f2k+\        ,
= Zw/        r"~xdr

J2k-3

^ 4nZX(Bx)(2k + 1)"_1

<n4"ZX(Bx)k"~x,

as desired. For k = 1 a similar argument yields the desired result.

2°. (2Xj6éMfl)ij$.(a)D' < (cIx"-y/%ye44(.)ijç(fl)r.

This follows from Io and (3.2).

3°- kk(Xj)\fjfdX<C2\\fj\\ppJi2(Xj)k-<p-x^p-x; here C2 = max{l,2C3M, where

C3 denotes the constant C(m + 1) of Lemma 3.7.

For k — 1,3° is obvious. Thus we may prove 3° under the assumption that k > 2.

We then have &k(Xj) E {x ER": \x — xA> 2), and hence we obtain from Lemma

3.7

<2c^ii/n;B2(JCy)(2^-2r(-i)--1

^c2\\f£S2(Xj)k-^-p-x,

which gives 3°.
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We now obtain

2/y
p.W

I[2\fM)\\   dX(x)
l/p

i \2       2     |/,(*)|     d\(x)
\ k=\ xje&k(x) I

yp

■x.

< 2

k=\

/(      2      \f,(x)\Y d\(x)
Xj(Eäk(x)

í/p

l{Cxk"-x)P/q     2     \fj(x)(d\(x)
Xj<E&k'x)

Wp

- I (c,*-1)17"
k=\

00

< cx/"cx/p 2 k~2
k=\

2Í       |/,(x)frfA(x)
j  J&k(Xj)

\/p

2d \\fj\\pS1(xJ]

yp

= CA 2d \\fj\\p»2(xj)

i/?

where the second, third and final inequalities follow, respectively, from Minkowski's

inequality, 2° and 3°; and the symbol = in the last line indicates that we define

C4 = C\/qC2x/p?%=xk-2. This proves Lemma 7.1, with C = Q\ under the additional

hypothesis (7.5).

We now prove Lemma 7.1 in the general case. Let the distributions T and

functions/ = E *T¡ satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. For each/ £ N we define

(_y\m

uj=xí¿\  ^ \7}.r«>y«U>)x,,eS'(R")
A\D\)  |a| = m

and u, = E * Uy, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that u £ L (R"). Moreover, if/ E N,

| a |= m and / E <$k, where N9Hm, then

{Ya(D)XBj,l)=(-lT{XBj,Ya(D)l)

0 iik<m,

_(-l)"X(B,){/,ya}     tik = m.

It follows that the sequence (7J — i^-}-eN in S'(R") satisfies the hypotheses of the

first part of the proof, and hence

p

(7-6) Kfj-uj)      <c/2l|/-",W;).
p,R"WE? p,R» J

To finish the proof of Lemma 7.1, we need further estimates involving the

functions «.. We first note that if / £ N, and (f,)_x is the translated function

/(• +Xj) £ L^R",loc), then the distribution L(D)[(fj)_x ] has support in B,, and

hence from Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 3.3 we obtain

(7-7) l<^n>|=|(^)[U)J,n)|<Ç,|(/y)^

= Cs\\fj\\p*2lXjv    if I«) = m,
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where C5 denotes the constant C(m, Bx, B2) of Corollary 3.3; we conclude that

(7-8) \\ujI, < CsQd^B^Wfl^JxBJlr

= C5C6Jm\(B1)-,/1/||/7,B2(;Cj)

= cnfj\\p.-B2(Xj)>

where C6 denotes the constant C of Lemma 3.4. Moreover, we have

(7.9)    fl^uj   dX<dpJ"X(Bxy 2
|«| = m

Ya(D)E* 2(TJ,Ya)XBj
yej

p.«1

d^H^r  2   Q f    2(TpYa)xB

wif = m ■* j

^MB1r/,cr^z'/'2||/X3i(Xy

= c^\ //•||/>,Bj(jcy)'

where the four inequalities follow, respectively, from (3.2), Lemma 3.4, (3.2) and

(7.7).
Finally, we conclude that

Í    Ifj   d\<2'*>[    2{fj-uj)   dX + 2»/*(
m jef

2»,
jet

dX

2P/iCf 2/      \fj-u/dX + 2^Cs2\\fj\U(Xj)
j      B2(Xj) j

22"<ct2 i     (\ff +\uf) dX + 2^c82||/C,B.v
j      U2ÍXj) J

(22^C/(1 + Cf) + 2^C8)2||/X,b2(^).

where the first inequality follows from (3.2), the second inequahty from (7.6) and

(7.9), the third inequality from (3.2), and the last inequality from (7.8). This proves

Lemma 7.1.

For the rest of the paper we let h £ C0x(Bx/3) be a nonnegative function

satisfying fhdX — 1, and for each 8 > 0 we define hs E C0x(Bs/3) by hs(x) —

8~"h(x/8). For each k E N there exists a positive constant Mk such that | D"h |< Mk

if I a 1= k. It follows from the chain rule that

(7.10) \Dahs\*z8-"-kMk   if|o|=x.
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We say that a point of R" is a lattice point if each of its n coordinates is an integer,

and we let Z — Z(n) be the largest number of lattice points which can occur in a

closed ball of radius 2Jñ in R".

We now use decompositions of R" which are analogous to those used by Vituskin

[36], Lindberg [24,25] and others. To define these we let {a7},6N be an enumeration

of all lattice points in R". We let 8 > 0 be fixed, and set 80 = 8/2{ñ. We define

Xjg = 80aj E R" for each/ E N. If

a(S) =
2    2

y.yl    («times),

then 2<S) C B8/3. For/ £ N, the sets S.>8 = S(8) + xjS are disjoint, their union is

R", and 2.>8 C B8/3(x7 8). We now define, for each/ £ N,

gj.8 = K * Xa,,, e qfvR")   and   BJ%, = B8(x,.8).

Lemma 7.2. Lei 5 > 0. T«e«:

(a) supp gjS E BjS if j E N,

(b) \Dagjj\< MM2-"n-"/28-W if a E N",/ £ N, and

(c) each point x £ R" satisfies x £ Bs for at most Z indices j £ N.

Proof, (a) For/ £ N we have

suppg,.« C supp«8 + suppx2ji C Bg/3 + Bs/3(xjS) E BjS.

(b) For a E N" and/ £ N we obtain, from (7.10),

\d%,8\ =\(Dahs) * Xs.J < MM«-"-wx(ayt,)

< Mw2-nn-',/26-lal.

(c) is obvious.

Lemma 7.3. L^i S > 0, /eí AT C R" be compact, and let j-s be the set of all j E N such

that BJS intersects K. Then 2jefsgjS(x) = 1 z/dist(x, K) < 8/3.

Proof. We first show that

(7.11) {y ER":dist(v, K)<28/3] E   IJ %<t.
jet,

To prove this, leiy E R" satisfy dist( v, K) < 28/3. Let/ be the unique element of N

such thatj> E ây 8. Since 2^ 8 C Bs/3(xjS), we conclude that dist(xy 8, K) < 8; hence

K intersects B8(x -i8) = Bj s, which means that/ E fs. This proves (7.11).

We now write

2 gj.,(x) = ht*l  2 XftJOO    if* ER".
jet» y jet,        '

According to (7.11) we have 2/ej4X2.,(.y) = 1 if dist(.y, K) < 28/3. Recalling the

definition of hs, we obtain Lemma 7.3.

Lemma 7.4. If F E hp(Rn), then

lim 2 Ik" [F]s   lf_    =0.
«i0 " SJ-J.s\\p ,*,.!>
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As Lindberg notes [25, p. 66], Lemma 7.4 is easy if £ is a continuous function of

compact support in R", and follows for arbitrary £ £ Lp(R") by using the fact that

continuous functions of compact support are dense in Lp(R"). The details will be

omitted.

We now complete this paper by proving the implication (c) =» (a) of Theorem 2.1.

Suppose that condition (c) of that theorem holds. We let/E L^A') satisfy L(D)f = 0

on int X, and define/ = 0 on R"\ X.

If/is considered as a distribution on R", its support is contained in the compact

set X E R". It follows that

f=S*f=L(D)(E*f) = E*(L(D)f).

We conclude from Lemmas 5.1 and 7.3 that, for each 8 > 0, we have

(7.12) 2 %,,(/)=/>

where fs is the set of all/ E N such that Bj $ intersects X.

If 8 > 0 and/ £ N, we conclude from Lemmas 5.3 and Lemma 7.2 (b) that

\K.w\LBj^cÁ\f-uK\Us>
C22- n "/22|ír|5ímMla| and C, denotes the constant C of Lemma 5.3. We

(7.13)

where C, — ^2^.   «       ^|«|«mJ"|a| ailu ^2

will let C3 denote the constant C(Z) of Lemma 7.1.

We now claim that, for each 8 satisfying 0 < 8 < p, there exists a sequence of

distributions \W} S}J<EN in S'(R") with the following properties: for each/ E N we

have supp ^,8C£y.8\*,<g,i8£(£>)/- WJt„ />= Oif / E % U • • • U9m_„ and

(7.14)    £ * I^,8 E L,(R",loc)    and    ||£ * Wj\paBjj < f||/- i/kj,,,,,,

where f is a constant depending on tj. Assuming for the moment that this claim has

been proved, we let 0 < 8 < p, define vv, 8 = £ * WjS for/ £ N, and conclude that

/■ 2 -
jet» P.R" P,V

2[%Jf )-«,*]

^c32\\%Jf)-*Jp,2Bj

^2^c32(|\,(/)|C,2V + \\w,'jMp •2*W

<2'/<C32(Cf + n|/-[/kJUyi,
J

where the equality follows from (7.12), the first inequality follows from Lemma 7.1,

the second inequahty follows from (3.2), and the third inequality follows from (7.13)

and (7.14). In view of Lemma 7.4 the last sum approaches zero as 8 10, which proves

condition (a) of Theorem 2.1.

We now prove the claim of the preceding paragraph. In the proof we let 8 be fixed

with 0 < 8 < p; we write B} = Bj&, 2y = 2->8 and gy = gy 8. We will use induction on

v to prove the following assertion for v E {0,1,..., m — 1}.
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n„: There exists a sequence {rV¿-")}JeN in &'(R") such that, for each) E N, we have

supp W¡v) E Bj\X, (gjL(D)f- Wfv\ />= 0 if I £ % U ■ • • \J9„ E * W/r) £

Lp(R",loc) and \\E * W}'%¿B¡ « Uf~ [fh,\\P.B/
Here the constants f„ are defined inductively by the equations f0 = 2t)C, and

,f„ = 2tjC, + (2r/ + l)f„_, if 1 < v < m — 1. Since nm_, imphes the claim, with

? = îm_i and WjS= Wjm~X) for each / £ N, this will complete the proof of

Theorem 2.1.

To prove no, we fix/ £ N. We note that supp[gyL(D)/] is a compact subset of

fiy\int X. We conclude that

\(gJL(D)f,l)\<ypJ(BJ\1ntX,2BJ)\\%i(f)\\p2Bi

<nClypA(BJ\Xt2BJ)l/-[f]a]lpJjt

where the first inequality follows from the definition of y ,(if\int X,2Bf), and the

second inequahty follows from (7.13) and condition (c) of Theorem 2.1. From this

estimate and the definition of y X(BJ\X, 2Bj) we deduce that there exists a distribu-

tion W/0)E&'(R") such that supp W¡0) E B/\ X, E * W¡0) E L/R", loc) and

\\E * W70)ll,.2fl, < 2iiC.il/- [fh)\p,B., and (W}°\ 1>= (gjL(D)f, 1). This proves
n0-

Now let v £ {l,...,m — 1} be fixed, and suppose n„_, has been proved. We let

/ E N be fixed. If Wf~X) £ S'(R") is the distribution given by n„_„ we define

S = gjL(D)f- W/r~l\ Then the hypothesis n„_, and (7.13) yield

(7.15) (S,/>=0    if/E%U---U^_,

and

(7.16) ||£ * SIL,^ <||\.(/)|Uy +\\E * Wr%,2Bj

<(c1+^-1)|/-[/kjLs/

We now define H £ % by H = 1H=V(S, Ya)Ya and note that

(7.17) (S,I)={H,I)    iilE%.

We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. // = 0. In this case it follows from (7.17) that (S, />= 0 for / E <?„. We

conclude that U„ holds with W^"' = Wf- '> for/ E N.

Case 2. H ¥= 0. In this case we note that (7.17) implies

(7.18) (S, />=0   if/E^ and {//, /} = 0.

We now obtain

|(S, /7)| < Y,,H(>,\int X,2Bj)\\E * S \\p2Bj

<nyp,H{Bj\x>2Bj)(ci+S-i)lf- l/kJLv
where  the  first  inequality  follows  from  (7.15),  (7.18)  and   the  definition  of

yp H(Bj\int X,2Bj), and the second inequahty follows from (7.16) and condition (c)

of Theorem 2.1. From this estimate and the definition of y H(B\ X, 2B}) we deduce
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that there exists a distribution W £ &'(R") such that supp W E B/\X,(W',I)=0

if / £ % U • • - U6P„_ „ (W, />= 0 if / E % and {//, /} = 0, £ * W £ Lp(R", loc)

and ||£ * W%,2B; < 2r,(C, + f,_,)||/- [/]2j||,.fl|, and <»", H)= (S, H). From

these properties and (7.18) we see that Ll„ holds with Wf^ = Wj" " + W for each

/EN.

Appendix (added in proof). We give here an alternate definition of the capacity

y h- One can prove the following result concerning the behavior of the potential

£ * T(x) for |x| large (compare [10]). If I E {0,.. .,m - 1} and TE$'(R") are

fixed, then there is one and only one sequence H0 £ %,...,/// E 9¡ such that E * T(x)

= 2[=0Hk(D)E(x) + 6>(|xr"""'-') as \x\-* oo. Moreover, for each k E {0,...,/}

we have

Hk = (-\)k  2   (T,Ya)Ya,

\a\=k

and hence {Hk, 1} = (-l)k(T, /> if I E %. Note that if / £ {0,...,m - 1} and

TE&'(R"), then in the terminology of this result (2.6) states that Hk = 0 for

0<k<l- 1, (2.7) states that H, is a scalar multiple of H, and \(T,H)\ =

| {Hk, H) |. As a corollary we obtain the following theorem, which gives an alternate

definition ofypH.

Let I E {0,...,m — 1} and H E %\{0}, and let A be a subset of the open set

ß C R". Let 91 denote the set of all distributions T E &'(R") such that supp TEA and

E * T(x) = H(D)E(x) + 0(| x p-«-'->)   as   | x |-» oo.    Then   ypJi(A, ß) =

{H,H}/iniTe.x\\E*T\\pM.

If A is empty, then 91 is empty and the right side of the last equation is

understood to be zero. If A is nonempty, then % is also: if a E A, and 8a denotes the

Dirac measure at a, then we see that H(D)8a £ 91 by applying Lemma 3.7 to the

distribution H(D)(ôa-Ô).
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